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Summary
As reported at the June Board of Governors meeting, an information theory (IT) category has
recently been set up on the public preprint server ArXiv (arXiv.org). This committee was created
to recommend whether the IT Society should take any steps to endorse and actively promote the
posting of IT papers on ArXiv.
We recommend unanimously that the IT Society should endorse and actively promote the
posting of preprints only on ArXiv. IT Society policy should be that when the IEEE-published
paper becomes available, authors should update their ArXiv posting with its bibliographic reference
and Digital Object Identifier (DOI) number, which will provide an immediate link to the IEEEpublished paper on IEEE Xplore.
We further recommend steps to encourage wide adoption of ArXiv in the IT community.
Background
ArXiv is a public preprint server which was set up more than 10 years ago at Los Alamos to
serve the physics community. Subsequently it has become an NSF-funded facility at Cornell, and
has expanded to cover wide areas of mathematics and computer science. All anecdotal reports
indicate that it has become a valued service to research wherever it has been widely adopted.
Posting of preprints on ArXiv is completely at the option of the author. The preferred format
is LATEX. Most commonly, preprints are posted when they are submitted for publication. Once
posted, preprints are time-stamped and archived in perpetuity, although updates and revisions may
be appended subsequently. Daily announcements are made of new postings. Papers may be freely
downloaded from ArXiv in various formats, and various bibliographic tools are available.
Many IT authors have already posted papers on ArXiv in various existing categories in math,
computer science, and physics. Recently an IT category (cs.it and math.it; they are synonymous)
has been established, whose scope is basically the same as that of the IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory. The moderators are Joachim Rosenthal and Madhu Sudan. An announcement of this new category has been made in the IT Society Newsletter. Authors are currently free
to post papers in this category as they like.
The charge to our committee has been to address the question of whether the IT Society should
endorse and actively promote the use of the IT category on ArXiv. The primary reason to do so is
that the benefits of ArXiv are much greater when the routine posting of new papers becomes part
of the culture of a research community. The primary concerns have been the possible risks to our
publication income, and/or possible conflict with IEEE policies.
IEEE policy and financial considerations
The IEEE, like every other professional society and publisher, is concerned about the impact
of electronic publication. It has to balance member benefits against possible financial impact.
Preprint posting is just one aspect of the electronic publishing revolution. The IEEE has for
many years explicitly permitted posting of both preprints and IEEE-published articles on personal
and institutional servers. However, it appears that the IEEE has not yet really grappled with a
policy for public preprint servers such as ArXiv. (For the current version of the IEEE policy on
electronic information dissemination, see the IEEE Web site.)

Other societies have adopted various policies toward electronic preprint servers such as ArXiv.
The professional societies in physics and math generally support ArXiv, and seem to be successfully
coexisting with it. Some journals, such as the Annals of the Institute for Mathematical
Statistics, have even decided to post all of their published articles on ArXiv. On the other hand,
some societies are vigorously opposed, and some journals, such as Science, will not accept papers
that have previously been posted anywhere.
When a paper is finally accepted and published, IEEE policy asks authors to replace a posted
preprint with either a link to the IEEE-published paper or with the IEEE-published paper itself.
However, on ArXiv it is not possible to remove a posted preprint (although it can be updated),
and we do not believe that it is in the IEEE’s (or the IT Society’s) best financial interest to have
the IEEE-published paper freely available via ArXiv.
Neither we nor the IEEE has any way of estimating the financial impact of routine use of public
preprint servers such as ArXiv. One might expect that in the future the primary value offered by the
IEEE and other publishers will be easy access to an orderly, peer-reviewed, and quality-controlled
literature. Academic and corporate libraries cannot rely on authors for this, and therefore may be
expected to continue to subscribe to publishers’ services such as IEEE Xplore.
Recommendation
We recommend that the IT Society endorse and actively promote the use of ArXiv as a potentially important service to the IT community. However, we recommend that the IT Society
should promulgate a preprints only policy for the use of ArXiv. Authors should preferably post
preprints at the time of submission to the IT Transactions or to a conference. Authors should
maintain a clear distinction between preprints and IEEE-published papers; e.g., a single-column
format is recommended for preprints. When a paper is published, the author should add the bibliographic reference and a link to IEEE Xplore via the DOI number; this may actually stimulate
downloading from IEEE Xplore. We believe that this policy will maximize the benefits of early
dissemination of new research results, while minimizing the risk of reduced society income due to
fewer downloads of IEEE-published papers.
We are communicating this proposal to the IEEE staff and Publications Board, but believe that
it will be some time before they can definitively address policy toward public preprint servers such
as ArXiv. Meanwhile, we believe that the IT Society’s adoption of this policy may serve as a useful
“trial balloon” for the IEEE as a whole.
Active promotion
We further recommend the following steps to generate a critical mass of use of ArXiv:
1. A series of promotional articles in the IT Newsletter.
2. Demonstrations, literature and advocacy at IT workshops and symposia.
3. Work with ArXiv moderators to create interest groups and mailing lists.
4. Ask key IT members, such as BoG members and Associate Editors, to post all of their
personal current preprints on ArXiv.
5. Ask IT authors who have posted papers in other categories to cross-list them on cs.it/math.it.
6. Suggest (but not require) that authors post preprints on ArXiv when they submit papers to
the IT Transactions or to IT conferences.
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